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Mission Statement:
Life Enrichment Advancing People (LEAP), exists for the following purpose: To empower people with
disabilities to lead joyful lives with dignity, independence, and autonomy by providing comprehensive and
individualized supports. The fundamental operating principle followed by LEAP in providing services is to
strive for each individual’s fulfillment of:

*Physical Well Being

* Self Expression

Social Responsibility

LEAP NEWS: Hope. Wellness & Joy are happening here!
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by Darryl Wood

At LEAP, we take our mission and our responsibility to the people of Maine very seriously.
First, we do everything in our power to support people with intellectual and developmental disabilities to lead empowered lives with
health, wellness and opportunities for joy.
Whether the individual is a person supported
by LEAP or not, our overarching mission flows
toward all people challenged with accessibility
and support needs.
Second, yet no less important, LEAP operates
as a transparent and accountable organization. Governed by a volunteer citizens’ board
and run by a thrifty and collaborative
management team, we take not only our role
to help people seriously, but also our need to
use public resources as efficiently as possible,
while accomplishing our mission and goals.
LEAP is a 501c(3) not for profit organization,
and a widely-recognized charity. Charitable
organizations were set in place for a reason,
and one of the rare congressional pronouncements on this subject is further evidence of
the public policy aspect of this rationale.
In its committee report accompanying the
Revenue Act of 1938, the House Committee
on Ways and Means stated: The exemption
from taxation of money or property devoted
to charitable and other purposes is based
upon the theory that government is
compensated for the loss of revenue by its
relief from financial burden which would
otherwise have to be met by appropriations
from public funds, and by the benefits

*Experiences of Joy

resulting from the promotion of the general
welfare.
LEAP fits this bill, and also is a large regional
employer enabling many families to have two
working parents in the labor force.
Recently, the governor proposed a tax on
nonprofits for the next state budget.
Thankfully, that died in committee, but there
is still a proposal on the table to allow
municipalities to charge non-profits service
fees.
While I cannot speak for other organizations,
at LEAP, the vast majority of our resources
go straight to our staff of DSPs who
provide direct care to the people we support.
Any “fee” or “tax” would impact our already
challenged desire to pay DSPs a living wage.
At a time when many people are challenged
by the economy, and stories abound about
able people using the system fraudulently,
LEAP remains accountable and dedicated
to our very important mission, which is good
for all of us.

Speaking of opportunities for joy,
Mandy always lights up the room!

LEAP’s Board of Directors 2014-15
Sherry Walrath, President, Strong, ME
Robert Lockwood, Vice-President, Industry, ME
Roger Condit, Secretary, Farmington, ME
Celeste Turner, Treasurer, Farmington, ME

Doug Walrath, Strong, ME
Frank Hosea, Wilton, ME
Tyler Barnes, MD, New Portland, ME
Darryl Wood, New Sharon, ME

Reflections and LEAP People in the Spotlight...
Spring is on the way!
Beth O. and her little friend, Cricket, are pretty excited
about the longer days and brighter sunshine.
What goes better with sunshine than flower seeds?
It won’t take all that long
for Beth’s springtime dreams to blossom, thankfully!
“What’s in your garden?” :)

Hope



Sweatin’ to the Oldies!

Wellness

by Deelight Zitzelberger

One of the favorite wellness
activities on our annual
wellness calendar of events is
getting together to work out
and have fun with Richard
Simmons’ workout videos!
Lots of tired smiles and
fun memories are made
each time we get together.
We LOVE the fact that laughter
is an important factor
of wellness!

Joy
In spite of the snowflakes on Easter Day,
Andrea V and Bill V really enjoyed
getting to celebrate all that is best about
spring and this hope-filled holiday!
Here, they show off their artistic efforts,
in which they were supported
by staff member, Jessica Hassen.

According to Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, and the age of Discrimination Act of 1975,
LEAP does not discriminate on the basis of race, color, national origin, gender, handicap or age in recruiting, hiring, training or promoting.
We also avoid discrimination in admission or access to treatment in all programs and activities.
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Cassandra Clements, Judith Fischer, Colby Gilchrist, Robyn Neal, Vicky Garland,
Andrea Mendoza, Kerry Garland II, Faith Norton, and Amanda Hasson

We’re glad you joined the LEAP Team!

LEAP Awards Cordes-Taylor Scholarships
to Student-Employees
by Darryl Wood
Megan Hiltz and Alison Zubrod stand with LEAP’s Human Resource Director, Sarah
Judd, (center) as the recipients of the Cordes-Taylor scholarships for spring semester
2015. These scholarships are given to students studying in a field related to LEAP’s
mission, and were developed to recognize the outstanding contributions of two
women who have demonstrated excellence to LEAP. Cathy Cordes was a long time
administrator at LEAP who was a mentor to all who came after her. Her person centered focus and no nonsense business approach helped build LEAP’s roots. Marge
Taylor is the longest tenured LEAP employee and is “the glue that holds LEAP
together”. If you have a question, Marge either knows the answer or knows who
does. LEAP is proud to support these employees, students and future leaders in
honor of these two women.

Ready for Spring!
by Denise Breton & Jessie Cunningham
“Some of the things that I am looking forward to this spring... I look forward
to seeing and feeding the birds and hanging out on the deck blowing bubbles.
I am looking forward to the warm sun and seeing the flowers in the garden
bloom. I look forward to picnics at the parks and doing some strolling out
doors in my wheelchair, maybe walking to the park. I want to visit some
friends and go to Pine Tree Camp. That’s what I want to do this spring.”

Our Mission and Values
At Life Enrichment Advancing People (LEAP), our mission centers on empowering people of all abilities to lead lives with dignity,
independence and autonomy by providing comprehensive and individualized supports.
Our foundational principle is to provide services that encourage well being, self expression and experiences of joy.
We carry out our mission by focusing on three main areas for support: maintaining optimum health, expanding communication
options, and having many experiences of joy. This is done through emphasizing healthy lifestyles and autonomy,
and providing opportunities for community participation.
LEAP supports people in small groups, individualized apartments, in various community supports, and through a small
community respite program. We adopt an individualized and holistic approach to tailor our services to each person
and family’s goals and expectations.
"We believe in the worth and dignity of all people.
We promote experiences of joy, wellness, and personal growth."
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The Why, How and Whats from Franklin Heights
by Kristi Iverson

Recently during a staff meeting, the Franklin Heights crew reviewed the reasons why we do what we do. Here is an example of why the Franklin Heights crew works for LEAP, how we use our personal beliefs in our everyday to support our goals,
and finally what we actually produce for work.
Reflecting on your philosophy in this way reminds those of us who sometimes feel stuck in the daily grind of life, to stop,
take a look at what you are doing, and then remember why. Why do you wake up in the morning, what is really important
in your life, and how can you turn that into what you do every day? By taking that time, the staff at Franklin Heights found
out that many of us at LEAP already have considered these factors.
Why:
I enjoy supporting people to be independent and enjoy life to its fullest.
I want to see the people I care for find and achieve their goals while providing the best medical care possible.
I believe in equality for all people regardless of race, gender, disability, sexual orientation, religion and ethnicity, and I
believe that the people we support should have the same opportunities for success afforded to those who live
without assistance.
I work for LEAP because I
believe that everyone is
entitled to be treated with
compassion and integrity
and that everyone, regardless of who they are or what
they are going through, is
entitled to happiness and a
fulfilling life. Some people
need a little more help than
others and that’s where we
[DSPs] come in.
I care for their well-being, safety
and advancement of personal goals of all individuals
supported.
How:
To be kind, supportive, and
open-minded to those I am in contact with throughout the day.
By looking past the “disability” or “diagnosis” and seeing the individual for their humanity and what makes them
inherently unique. In order to provide great care, you have to first understand that people are not from a cookie
cutter and everyone’s needs are different and unique.
I work hard to advocate for the people I support at all times, whether I am at work or in the community.
Hang out, get to know, and spend time with the people we support. Help them with their needs and wants. Support
them in whatever ways necessary.
Teamwork and the diversity of the “right people” to make a better product and approach to personal supports.
By offering options and multiple experiences appropriate to the individual’s needs and wants in a professional manner
for the person’s full life experience.
By sharing my beliefs and knowledge through training direct care staff, continuing to learn and grow myself.
What:
Comprehensive personal supports in a residential setting focusing on personal care, opportunities for recreation,
personal development and community involvement.
Also, we provide pretty tasty breakfasts. :)

Celebrating 34+ years of Wellness, Hope and Joy at LEAP!
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Portland Pirates Ice Hockey-Autism Awareness Game on April 11th
by Stacy White, DSP II/CRMA

The Pirates vs. Penguins was an exciting game even though the Pirates lost,
5-2. Mike and Denise had a great time at the event. Some of the things they
liked the most were: A wedding occurred during the first period intermission
at center ice, and Denise said it was so pretty! She also really enjoyed watching the Zambonis grooming the ice. Mike enjoyed seeing our team score
points, and watching one of the Penguins take a puck to the face. During the
second period break, we went shopping for souvenirs. We were on the hunt
for a cow bell as Denise loved hearing all the cow bells ringing as fans cheered
and pumped up the crowd for the Pirates. Since we couldn’t find the cow bells,
we found t-shirts, as seen at left. Even though the Pirates lost, we all had an
amazing time, laughing and smiling and cheering!

First Annual SPROUT Film Festival
by Deelight Zitzelberger

On April 15th, LEAP sponsored a free film festival for anyone interested in disability advocacy. UMF hosted this event that was
promoted by Lance Neeper. Facilitators were Sue Murphy and
Simon Macdonald from Spurwink Services.
April is Autism Awareness Month, and LEAP is proud to help
provide a forum where people of all abilities could demonstrate
their talents in a fun and educational setting. There were two
showings in the Lincoln Auditorium at the Roberts Learning
Darryl Wood, Executive Director at LEAP, shares insights
Center on campus.
on community inclusion and how each of us
Attendance was good with 100+ at the 2pm show and 50 + at the
makes a difference in our world by mindfully reaching out!
7pm show for a total of 150+! This was a great mix of LEAP
staffers, people supported, community members, and UMF students who have an interest in health-related fields. Next year, we would really love to see you there!
The Sprout Film Festival is a series of short films designed to entertain while educating people to celebrate differences, and
discover the similarities that are common to people of all abilities. All of the brief vignettes include actors with intellectual
and developmental disabilities, and each screening lasted about an hour.
Sprout is the only distributor of films specifically and exclusively featuring people with intellectual and developmental
disabilities. LEAP and UMF are proud to be sharing and promoting this advocacy event on behalf of our friends and all
people born differently-abled. One of the truly important messages shared is this…
“Get to know people with disabilities. You may gain a new friend and a new perspective!”
One outstanding example of this joyous outlook may be viewed here:
http://sproutflix.org/all-films/i-love-grilled-cheese/ Please enjoy, and share with your friends on social media, thanks!
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Roger loves the joy of creativity!
by Star Barden

Roger C. from Keep House has been very
busy, sewing himself a new blanket!
In the center is an image of his mother,
surrounded by his favorite thing…horses.
It took Roger 3-4 months to complete
this artistic project, and now his colorful
blanket is his pride and joy!

Oliver House Spring Update
by Jane Shaw

All of us here at Oliver House have weathered the winter well, and are looking forward to some nice warm days.
Michael V has been able to participate in the handicapped ski program this winter offered by Lost Valley Volunteers,
which he enjoys very much.
We will have two of our people at Oliver House hitting a milestone this year. MH & AH both have the “Big 50” this
spring. MH’s birthday is March 7th and AH’s Birthday is May 4th, so we have picked April 7th, as a day to give them a
combined 50th birthday party. The party is planned for 4pm at Oliver House for anyone who would like stop by and
offer them congrats. We also would like to welcome our newest staff member, Danelle Pinkham. Welcome Danelle,
pleased to have you on our team. THINK SPRING !!!
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WOW - Working on Wellness
by Megan Goodine

Greetings from the Wellness Committee! LEAP recently wrapped up its 5th Annual W.O.W. program. W.O.W. stands
for Working On Wellness and is a 13-week program of activities and education provided free of cost to the people we
support, LEAP staff, and their families. LEAP’s wellness program has been going strong for many years and its mission
continues to be education and opportunities for social and physical wellness. Although the wellness program is active
all year round, employee participation is the highest during the W.O.W. program, and events are scheduled every
week during the months of January through the first week of April. Two grand prizes are awarded to staff with the
most participation in events, and for the largest percent of weight loss.
During this year’s W.O.W. Program, LEAP coordinated 19 events – some of the more notable ones were: “Sweatin’
to the Oldies” with Richard Simmons, hiking at Flagstaff, snowshoeing on the Stone Soup Gardens Trail and joining
the Wilton Recreation Center volleyball league on several occasions. The community service project for this year’s
program was the popular Button Bee in support of the United Way’s Button for Babes project. LEAP staff who received honorable mention for the most attended events were: Matt Levensalor, Larry Lord, Megan Hiltz and Katie
Field. The grand prize winner for participation was Karin Fernald from Franklin Heights, pictured at below left.
Participants in the W.O.W. program lost a grand total of 40.8 lbs this year. Staff who received honorable mentions in
this category were: Alexis Howard, Kyla Wheeler, Karin Fernald and Deelight Zitzelberger. The grand prize winner for
the largest percentage of weight loss was Sarah Hunter from Oliver House, pictured at below right.
Now that the snow is behind us, LEAP’s wellness committee is looking forward to planning many outdoor events.
After the long winter, it will be nice to get out and enjoy the sun. Utilizing the Stone Soup Gardens and fitness trails
will be a must! Be Well.

How Can I Be a Hero?
by Deelight Zitzelberger

Everyday heroes are all around us, and we even get to hear about them on the news once in a while.
Usually, though, the people doing the greatest good in our communities
are acting outside the limelight…on purpose.
Because LEAP is a nonprofit, we rely on sustaining relationships with citizens from all walks of life.
So, your planned giving makes a difference in the quality of life for the people we serve,
as many of their daily living needs are not Medicaid-funded.
If you are already one of our monthly partners, it’s hard to fully express
our ongoing gratitude for your quiet and meaningful service.
As you are considering where your own giving budget may have the greatest impact at the local level,
please do visit http://www.leapcommunity.org/about-us for more information,
or contact Darryl@leapcommunity.org with any questions.
Our family of faithful donors will always have room for YOU!
Please help us save trees and printing costs by subscribing to our e-newsletter at www.leapcommunity.org

Our pledge is to *never* sell, rent, or otherwise make your e-mail address available to third parties.
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LEAP welcomes new board members
by Darryl Wood

LEAP board president Sherry Walrath welcomes Frank Hosea, left,
and Tyler Barnes, right, to the LEAP Board of Directors. As a nonprofit entity, LEAP is governed by a volunteer “citizens’ board”
made up of people willing and able to dedicate a few hours a
month to our important cause. Dr. Tyler Barnes is a chiropractor
at Western Maine Chiropractic in Farmington. In addition to his
work on the board, Dr. Barnes has also worked with our management team to improve our ergonomic techniques, in order to
reduce workplace injuries. Frank Hosea is an accountant at
Franklin Memorial Hospital. Frank also works with our quality
committee, and has been very instrumental in developing a
spreadsheet for that group, that allows us to compare data trends
over time. We welcome both members to the board, and thank
them for their community service!

WOW Volleyball
by Matthew Levensalor
“Another well-attended WOW event for LEAP staff and people
supported, who all attended a volleyball evening that is hosted by the Wilton Recreation Department. The event, held weekly at Academy Hill School,
had several additional participants including seven staff members, two
people supported, and nearly a dozen friends and family members.
Although the night was slow to start, and many attendees hadn’t played
volleyball in years, the games got more competitive as we warmed up.
Some attendees mentioned plans to join this weekly league! This is just
another way LEAP can jump-start wellness for people at all skill levels.”

Stone Soup Gardens update
by Darryl A. Wood
LEAP’s Stone Soup Gardens venture made great strides last year, and
this year many of the developing projects will be finalized and in place
for our community for years to come. First, we added accessible
parking for the public and for people with mobility challenges, as well
as an accessible fit station and raised beds. Second, our fit trail had 5
workout stations installed along the wooded trailway: accessibility
station; warm up station; strength station; aerobic station and
contemplation station. Designed to allow the user to have a full body
and mind workout, we hope this fitness option becomes a staple for
members of our community. The accessible station allows people
with physical limitations to participate. In addition, the gardens themDarryl P. Wood beta tests our strength station!
selves are used to provide fresh produce to friends of LEAP, and we
provide community garden plots to people who may not have garden space of their own. Lastly, we believe in stewardship of
the land, and that people may find peace and spiritual wellness in a quality field and forest setting. To that end, we have utilized
a Maine Forest Service Project Canopy grant and a Natural Resource Council forestry grant to develop a stewardship plan for the
forest and also plant and prune existing apples trees that abound on the property.
If you are interested in volunteering at Stone Soup Gardens, in a community garden plot, or in information on the fit trails,
please contact Darryl at 491-5983 or Sarah at 778-4817 x110. ~Be Well
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The Power of Positive Choices!
by Kyla Wheeler

After being unsure if he wanted to ski for most of the season,
Anson Street’s Jon Duley made a triumphant return
to the slopes while away with his parents for his birthday.
He spent the weekend at Sugarloaf skiing, doing puzzles,
and enjoying a nice birthday dinner out.
Wellness and joy, all in one!

UMF Student Career Fair
by Sarah Judd

On Wednesday, March 4, 2015, UMF held its annual Student Employment fair from 11am to 1:30pm in the Olsen
Student Center. Tony Bolens and I set up an informational table to attract some new recruits to LEAP. We had over
50 people stop by our table and inquire about LEAP and our mission. We spoke to students about the organization
and how rewarding the DSP role is at LEAP and the positive impacts DSP’s have on the individuals we support.
Many students showed great interest in applying to LEAP and some were referred to our organization through peers.
Another successful job fair!

“When you have a disability,
knowing that
you are not
defined by it
is the sweetest feeling.”
- "In My Dreams I Dance",
autobiography by
Anne Wafula Strike

To learn more about LEAP, please visit us at www.leapcommunity.org.
Don’t forget to also look for us on Facebook, Twitter and Pinterest!
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A snapshot of what YOUR meaningful support can look like!
A Will to Seed Wellness, Hope and Joy into Our Communities
By including LEAP in your planned bequests, you can sow support for the needs of developmentally disabled adults in many
western and central Maine communities. This is your opportunity to advocate and provide meaningful impact at the personal
level for years to come. We hope that in considering your gift, you will contact our Executive Director, Darryl Wood, at 778-4817 x104.
To learn more about other giving and monthly partnering options, please click the Donate Now button at www.leapcommunity.org. Your
donations can help to fill the needs not covered by MaineCare & Medicaid Funding. Your support can be targeted to an individual, a program, a specific project, or a general donation. Together, we each can make a difference today and every day!
LEAP is a 501 (C)(3) Charitable Organization.
___ I want to support LEAP. Please have someone contact me at: ____________________
I want to provide a tax deductible donation to the agency. Enclosed please find my gift of:
___$50.00

___$100.00

Other: __________________

Name: ____________________________
Address: ___________________________
___________________________________
Phone: (

) ________________________ E-mail: ________________________

Please help us save trees and printing costs by subscribing to our e-newsletter at www.leapcommunity.org.
Our pledge is to *never* sell, rent, or otherwise make your e-mail address available to third parties.

Can you believe that our 9th Annual Golf Tournament and Silent Auction
is coming up on Saturday, August 8th?
Don’t forget to Save the Date, thanks!
Designee Agency
Phone: (207) 778-3443
FAX: (207) 778-6070
313 Farmington Falls Road
Farmington, ME 04938
www.leapcommunity.org
LEAP
L if e E n r ich m en t A dv anc in g Peo p le

___$25.00

